
September Judge’s Comments 

 

Judge 1 

1- Nothing in the image is sharp. While the taller buildings in the back are interesting, the 
foreground structures are not. 

2- Nice capture of the interior of the barn. Wide angle distortion is troubling.  
3- Well exposed. Might consider straightening the center point of the church building. 
4- Well composed. Parts of the tower in front might be brighter. Not enough contrast for my 

taste. 
5- Lovely colors and composition. Exposure looks good. Things that should be straight are. 
6- Nice covered bridge scene. Power lines and out of focus plant materials on the right are 

distracting. 
7- Nice juxtaposition of old and new. Nothing seems terribly sharp tho. 
8- Nice street scene ruined by dark shadows. Either shoot this at a different time of day or 

open up the shadows. 
9- Wide angle distortion is quite noticeable. Colors are pleasant. 
10- Black & white rendering is appropriate for the subject. Nothing in the image is straight. 
11- Unique view of the Sydney Opera House. Has a strong cool color cast to it. 
12- Composition is nice with trees framing the house. Shadows on the house are severe. 

Color seems off a bit. 
13- Interesting location. Fog/Clouds bring nice effect to the mountains in the background. 

Possibly lacking adequate contrast. 
14- Difficult time of day to shoot this image. Too much uninteresting foreground. Crop this in 

a horizontal pano for a better effect. 
15- Interesting city skyline. Good exposure and contrast. Tree branches on LHS should be 

removed. 
16- Beautiful scene. Boat in the background is badly out of focus. 
17- Pleasant reflection. Composure and contrast are good. Building is not straight. 
18-  Image colors are pleasing. Is this a photo of the mountains in the background, the water 

in the foreground, or the buildings in the midground? 
19- Contrast of B&W rendering is quite good. Sky has noise and other technical flaws. 
20- Well composed capture of the White Dove mission. Building is sharp with a pleasant 

softness in the background.  
21- Excellent capture. Nice repeating patterns and leading lines. 
22- Nice idea to use window as a frame. Structure on LHS above adobe wall is distracting. 

 


